FEATURE
Every year, some of London's dentists volunteer their services to provide dental care to the homeless over the Christmas period. Here, Simon Cheng gives a short account of his experiences as a volunteer for Crisis Open Christmas.
Christmas for most is a period for cel ebration, rest, warmth, food, and family gatherings. However, for London's home less this is certainly not the case. Crisis Open Christmas (COC) provides warmth and companionship at a time when lone liness and isolation can be particularly acute. It can also help to bring some compassion and hope into lives of some of the most vulnerable and marginalised people in London today.
Being a volunteer for the fi rst time evoked a series of emotions and responses, including happiness, sadness, elation, compassion, and even a bit of apprehension (even though I have been a dentist for seventeen years). But provid ing dental care was just a small fraction Guests queuing up at the access centre of all the other services and activities available for the homeless (our guests) at COC.
Dental care was provided in three mobile dental units (MDUs) which were vehicles specially converted for den tistry. These MDUs were parked outside the main access centre and manned by three dental teams.
Each dental team consisted of four dental volunteers: the dentist, two DSAs, and a 'runner' whose job it was to escort our patients/guests to and from the MDUs. In fact most members of the teams were dentists, and of course throughout the day the jobs were rotated. An amus ing observation was that some den tists were more apprehensive about the role of the DSA than actually treating One of the three mobile dental units donated by Dentaid the guests.
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The equipment and materials were sourced and donated with the help of the British Dental Trade Associa tion (BDTA) and a large dental com pany. It was said that the generosity of this dental company extended to the opening of its warehouses specifi cally for COC.
Guests that arrived for treatment received basic dental care. This mainly consisted of a basic examination, scale and polish, fillings, and if necessary, simple extractions. Most were very sat isfied with this, although one guest did insist on having a dental implant while he was there.
JOB SATISFACTION
What made my experience most worth while, was the how most of the guests were genuinely appreciative of the serv ice that was provided. Most understood that we had volunteered our skill and time and personally thanked us for it! I now truly understand the meaning of 'job satisfaction'.
I believe we all have a stereotypical image of the homeless, and certainly I had one prior to my experience with Cri sis. For some of our guests the image may hold true, but for many others it does not. Certainly many of the guests were more appreciative, more intelligent, and definitely had a better sense of humour that many of the patients I see in prac tice. It probably goes to show, how one small wrong step in life can easily lead to a downward spiral of opportunities in our society today.
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